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Baldev Mutta
CEO, PCHS
Dear colleagues,
A happy new year to you all! I hope
you celebrated the start of 2022
safely and in good spirits with family and friends. As we mark the final
days of the festive season, I want
to take a moment to look back on
2021 and thank you all for your
contributions and support over
the past 12 months. This support
is deeply appreciated by PCHS
board, staff and volunteers.
2021 was another transformative
year for PCHS. It was a year in
which we continued to grow, expand and sustain PCHS as per our
strategic plan. PCHS identified the
growing needs in our community
and positioned itself to address
those needs. This allowed us to
be nimble and use innovation to
help and assist clients and families
in need. We are also thankful that
funders placed a great deal of trust

I am also very proud of our board
and staff who supported us unconditionally to provide services to our
clients and families.
Working together we made good
progress toward our strategic goals
despite significant challenges – not
the least of which were ongoing
disruptions from the pandemic that
continue to have such a substantial
impact on our own work and home
lives, as well as on the lives of our
clients and families.
I was proud to see how quickly we
adapted to each new challenge
and how teams from across PCHS
collaborated with one another to
make the most of every opportunity. Great examples of this include
the successful acquisition of two
new offices, helping set up home
offices for all staff, strengthen IT
infrastructure, and increase our
virtual reach to seniors.
Over the past year you’ve all
demonstrated over and over again
our strengths as an organisation
and made clear that when it comes
to PCHS, the whole is greater than

the sum of the parts. This is because we are an ambitious team
that sets high goals and a talented
team that works hard to achieve
them.
The work we are doing is more
relevant than ever today. The
services we provide are an integral
part of people’s lives. Our clients
and families rely on us to keep
them healthy, safe, connected,
informed, and supported and I’m
pleased to say that across GTA
they recognise our efforts to serve
and assist them.
2022 is set to be another exciting
year for us. We can look forward
to working further on many initiatives to deliver the best health,
settlement and social services, and
an outstanding client and family
experience.
I want to thank you for your continued commitment and effort.
Every one of us has an important
role to play in the work ahead and
I’m confident that together we will
achieve great things.
I wish you and your loved ones a
happy and successful 2022!
Kind regards,
Baldev Mutta
Chief Executive Officer
PCHS

The Importance of Self-Care

Jaclyn generally had a good routine of self-care,
involving exercise, music practice, and community
participation. Yet, when work got busy and her family
life started demanding a bit more (i.e., her increased
business and son’s sleep problems), Jaclyn let her
self-care routine slip.

By Julie Cohen

W

hen you have a busy life,
taking the time to care for
yourself may seem like
a luxury you cannot afford. In fact,
if you want more time to invest in
cultivating your desired work-life
balance, it might even seem counterintuitive to spend time on something as seemingly frivolous as
self-care. For example, maybe you
have decided that you would like
to cultivate more family time. Since
your time is precious, you might
be thinking, “I can’t add self-care
to my routine-as it is, I barely have
time outside of work for my family.
If I take time to care for myself, I
won’t have anything left to give to
my family.”
Admittedly, it will be easier to find
time for self-care in some stages of your life than others (e.g.,
when kids are older, when you are
not balancing work and school,
or when work deadlines are not
crazy). Nonetheless, even when
times are stressful and tight, selfcare can play an important role in
helping you manage the stress and
hang on to some sense of balance
and sanity. This is not to say that
you need to take every Friday off
to go to the spa or on a day hike,
but caring for yourself on a regular
basis-even in little ways-is essential to your health, well-being, and
work-life satisfaction. In fact, you
might even need self-care more
than ever during those times of
your life that are particularly intense, such as after the birth of a
new baby or when a large work

ity to successfully maintain what has always been
important to her-her business, her music, her community, and her meaningful time with her family.

deadline looms. It can be the little
moments of self-care that help
you maintain some semblance of
stability in your life when chaos is
swirling around you.

The reality
is that we
need to invest time in
ourselves in
order to operate at full
efficiency.
So often, when we are very busy,
we let go of the things that are
most rejuvenating and energizing to us in order to do more. We
believe we are making the right
choices as we are checking more
items off of our to-do lists, without
realizing the consequences to our
work-life satisfaction, including
our sense of productivity at work
and our contentment outside of
our jobs. We assume that we can
become more successful at work
by skipping routines of caring for
ourselves, when, in fact, it is often

the opposite. Yes, leaving self-care
out temporarily may help us meet
deadlines or increase output, in
the short-term, but an absence
of self-care in our lives over the
long-term often has detrimental
effects-whether on our health,
emotions, motivation, efficiency,
creativity, or productivity. Let’s look
at the case of Jaclyn, a busy entrepreneur, mother, active community
member, friend, wife, and amateur
musician.
Jaclyn works at home, which
allows her to be involved in her
five-year-old son’s school while
putting in many hours building her
business. She works during the
day while her son is at school,
takes a few hours off when he
returns home, and often finds
herself back in her office after her
son is sleeping, until well past 11
p.m. or midnight most weeknights.
Over the past year, her business
has been growing. Although she
is excited and proud of the results,
she notices she is no longer practicing her flute or taking breaks for
exercise and is having to say no
to friends and community activities
with which she would like to be
involved. To add to this, her son
has begun waking up most nights
causing a few hours of sleep loss
each night. Before the sleep interruptions, she felt she could hold it
all together. Now, with three weeks
of less than five hours sleep each
night, she has reached her limit.
She is tired, cranky, scattered, and
inefficient. She feels like a different
person and is questioning her abil-

This is a common response, right? For most of us,
self-care is the first activity to “go” when we have to
trim our schedules down to make way for increased
responsibilities. Again, in the short-term, this can be
an acceptable way to handle deadlines, life challenges, and emergencies. Over the long-term, though,
ignoring self-care can have the opposite of its intended effect. Instead of making us more productive,
skipping self-care can leave us feeling drained-or,
like Jaclyn, tired, cranky, scattered, and inefficient.
By eliminating self-care, we eventually become less
productive and efficient, instead of more so.
Another important point to consider is that caring for
yourself often needs to come before caring for others. It is much like the advice that flight attendants
give when reviewing safety information as a flight is
taking off: They always tell you that you need to put
your own safety mask on first in case of emergency,
rather than helping someone who is with you. In this
case, you cannot take care of anyone else, even
the child next to you, if you are not breathing and
well. The same is often true at work and in life. You
can only be truly helpful to others when you are in a
“well-maintained” state.
Ultimately, taking good care of yourself gives you
more energy, increases your focus and productivity, keeps you in a better mood, and allows you to
sleep better. It also creates a positive feedback loop.
When you nurture yourself, you feel better and usually have a more positive outlook on your life. This
pattern then continues-in which feeling better about
your life leads to continued self-care.
Julie Cohen, PCC, is a Career Coach, Speaker and the Author of Your Work, Your Life...Your Way: 7 Keys to Work-Life
Balance. She helps her clients and audiences achieve greater
career and work-life satisfaction. For more information on Julie’s
book, coaching and speaking services, visit http://www.7KeysToWorkLifeBalance.com/book
Article Source: https://EzineArticles.com/expert/Julie_Cohen/9928
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Anger and the family
By Sandeep Gill

A

nger and how we choose to
express it is often something
that we learn while growing
up in our families of origin. How
our parents and those around us
express their anger can sometimes
shape how we deal with and express our own anger. When thinking about our own families growing
up we should reflect on the following questions:

you agree with those messages
back then? Do you still agree with
them now?

• Did you grow up with both parents? Did you have siblings?
Where did you grow up?

Anger within the family that is not
violent but is still frequent is still a
significant issue that needs to be
addressed.

• How was anger expressed in
your family? How did your father
express anger? How did your
mother express anger? Was there
physical violence or threats of
physical violence? Were your parents abusive towards each other or
towards you?
• What was the cultural norm for
expressing anger?
• How were other emotions (happiness, sadness etc.) expressed
in your family? Was emotional
expression limited to only feelings
like anger or frustration, or were all
emotions expressed equally?
• How and by whom were you disciplined? Was physical punishment
involved? How did you respond to
this discipline?
• What role did you play in your
family? (The trouble causer, the
victim, the hero, the rescuer etc.)
• What messages did you internalize about your father and about
men in general? What messages
did you learn about your mother
and about women in general? Did

• What thoughts, feelings, behaviours and lessons from your
time then have carried over into
your relationships today? How do
these behaviours serve a purpose
today? What would happen if you
stopped participating in these behaviours?

“Anger creates
a family environment that
is emotionally
unhealthy.”
Although it is normal for everyone to be angry once in a while,
it becomes toxic when it is either
too intense or too frequent. Anger
that conveys the message “you
are not OK” or “you are not safe” is
problematic. These sorts of anger
issues often increase and develop
gradually over time. Initially, the
anger may be too frequent, with
too much telling people what to
do, too much blame and too much
criticism. Eventually this escalates
to louder yelling, name calling and
occasionally cursing; this is considered verbal abuse. Finally, escala-

tion to harming things and people
(physical abuse) such as throwing
things, grabbing the victims, hitting,
punching, kicking, using weapons
or objects and eventually ending
others’ lives are where these sorts
of anger management issues can
end up.
As families, we tend to minimize
these anger issues by using excuses to justify them. Some of these
excuses include things like “he’s
just really stressed”, “all parents
yell at and occasionally hit their
kids”, “If I just do what they want
me to do, the anger and violence
will stop”. When you are the person who is routinely losing their
temper in a family environment,
a good way to start changing this
habit is to leave and come back
after taking a break when your
mind is slightly more clear and
you’re able to talk to your other
family members in a friendlier and
productive way. When re-entering
after taking a break it’s important
to remember not to place blame
or criticize anyone. This is not only
important when looking at managing anger from a conflict resolution
model perspective but it is also the
best way to preserve family relationships. If angry outbursts are
allowed to continue without consequences or interference, the negative behaviours associated with the
anger tend to escalate. This can
cause relatively calm, open relationships to be tainted and layered
with resentment and fear.
As mentioned before, keeping a
log or journal of your anger in-

stances throughout a week can
help identify patterns, triggers,
cues that accompany your anger,
and other information that can be
important to figuring out how to
best manage your situation. Understanding anger within our families
can also be of great help when
looking at how it takes place within
the family system. Majority of the
time anger takes place in the family in 3 ways: it’s simply a part of
the family temperament, it carries
over into the family life from other
stressful situations (school, work
etc.) or it serves a function within
the family.
A temperament is “a person’s
customary manner of emotional
response”. This essentially means
that temperament is how people
respond emotionally majority of
the time and for some people this
response is most often frustration,
irritability or anger. This does not
mean that this person is doomed,
it simply means that they have a
different temperament. Although
temperament cannot be changed,
it can be modified or adapted,
understanding a person’s temper-
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ament helps you to get an idea of
the best way to interact with them.
Displaced anger is when anger
from one system is brought in to
another system. An example of this
is when one family member has
a rough day at work and releases
their pent up frustration and anger from their work situation on
to a family member at home. One
reason people do this is because
it is safer to vent with people they
know will not abandon them. In this
scenario, if the person reacted to
their anger at work they could be
fired but by bringing it home they
are not risking that; instead they
get relief and they know that the
person on the other end of their
displaced anger will most likely still
be there after the fact. The issue
with this process is that eventually
the loved ones of the angry person
lose the ability to feel safe in the
family environment and trust the
angry family member.
Finally, sometimes anger within a
family serves a purpose. A good
example of this is when a child
throws a “temper tantrum” to get
what they want. Older children and

adults sometimes use this same
technique on parents or spouses
to get them to comply with their
demands. Although this may work
for some time, it is damaging in the
long run. These sorts of tactics are
manipulative and destroy relationships in the long term. There
are simple strategies that you and
your family can practice when get
angry….
Strategies to cope with Anger
• Breathe in and out 10 times
slowly
• Take a break and drink a glass of
water
• Read a book
• Find a quiet spot
• Share your feelings with someone you trust
• Listen to gentle music
• Pat your furry friend if you have
one
• Do some stretches or go for run
• Squeeze stress ball or dough
• Write about your feelings
Source: www.samhsa.gov
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It is rightly said,
“you cannot pour
from an empty cup”,
We need to take
care of ourselves
first.
What is Mental
Health?
By Kirandeep Maher

I

t’s the balance between your emotional, physical,
spiritual & mental self or a state of wellbeing in
which an individual realizes his/her own abilities and
can cope with the stresses of life, can work productively and fruitfully and is able to make contribution to
his or her community.
Factor’s affecting Mental Health?
• Uncertainty
• Anxiety
• Stress
• Feeling of hopelessness
• Anger
• Increase Substance use/Overdose
• Unsafe circumstances
• Feeling suicidal
• Unemployment
• Away from families
• Stuck in affected countries
• For those seeking refuge- add on stress on the
top of cultural shock
• Post-Traumatic Stress
How has covid/the pandemic affected mental
health?
• Anxiety and mental health- People diagnosed with
Anxiety Disorder are mostly anxious otherwise and often worry, difficulty sleeping. With COVID, may create
an elevated fear of catching or dying from the virus.

• With depression that grief and sadness is constant
and due to covid many have lost near/dear ones. In
addition, fear and isolation can be very dangerous for
those with depression, because without an outside influence to remind them of the good, they may instead
focus solely on the bad news
• For Individuals diagnosed by Obsessive Compulsive
Disorder- hand washing and home sanitizing “frequently,” can be taken to the extreme.
• Substance Abuse Disorder: Due to Covid People in
rehab/treatment are not able to get help or rely on the
support groups and with isolation and lockdowns in
place, many people aren’t able to get the support they
need to help battle their urges.
• It is aa struggle for people have developed Eating
disorders, PTSD and ADHD.
Helpful TIPS?
• Deal with problems in a structured way
• Check credibility of sources
• The World Health Organization, Health Canada, Ontario Ministry of Health, Your local public health unit.

• Positive affirmations
• Practicing boundaries
• Distract yourself
• Practice gratitude
• Call a friend
• Practice relaxation/meditation or yoga
• Get proper rest & sleep
• Resiliency and reframing what if’s questions to
how based questions?
• Use 5 senses:
-Touch: stress ball, silly putty, stuffed animal,
blanket
-Hear: click a pen, pop bubble wrap, listen to a
calming playlist
-See: photos with loved ones, snow globe, affirmation/quote cards
-Taste: sour candy, mints, tea
-Smell: candle, scented lotion, essential oils
• Watch a funny movie
• List what you can control OR cannot control.
PCHS Health Magazine

Resources
• For Ontario- https://www.chs.ca/page/distress-centres-and-crisis-lines-ontario
• Peel Crisis Services at 905-278-9036
• Mental Health Crisis Line is 1-888-429-8167
• Kids Help Phone at 1-800-668-6868
• Sexual Assault Crisis Line 1-800-726-2743 or 7261411
• Kids Help Phone, individuals can text ‘Talk’ to
686868 to speak to a trained crisis responder.
• Canada Suicide Prevention Service at 1-833-4564566
• For Indigenous population Call 1-855-242-3310 (tollfree) OR https://www.hopeforwellness.ca/
For more information reach out to PCHS-MENTAL
WELLNESS PROGRAM
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THE MONTHLY NEWCOMER YOUTH PROGRAM SCOOP

connect
&
support

December Holidays;
Jingle & Mingle Event Series
Day 1: Christmas BINGO!

We kicked off our Jingle & Mingle with a
Christmas themed BINGO! Our participants
played 4 rounds of this game, with 4
different winners of $10 Gift Cards as prizes!
Day 2: Gingerbread Sleigh Decorations
& Guess The Candy in a Jar!

Our participants each received their very own
gingerbread decorating kits and we all enjoyed
watching each other use our creativity to decorate the
sleighs.
As our 2nd activity we had filled a jar with lots of
candies for our youth to guess the amount. Closest
guess would win the jar of candy! Our youth had lots of
fun guessing the jar, as well as decorating sleighs as it
was a first time for some and they enjoyed a delicious

DECEMBER EVENTS

treat after their hard work on the sleighs!

Check out our Jingle & Mingle
Holiday Event with newcomer
youth!

Day 3: Christmas Movie Night!

To end off our Jingle & Mingle event series,

THE NYP YOUTH TEAM

LEADER IN ME' PROGRAM
Newcomer children ages 8 - 14 join us every
Tuesdays & Thursdays from 4:30 pm - 5:30pm

Learn some interesting facts
about the Youth Workers!

we had hosted a Christmas movie night by
watching 'How the Grinch Stole Christmas'. A
classic must watch during the holidays!
Our youth were provided with very own
mugs, hot chocolate mix and popcorn to kick
PCHS Health
Magazine
back
and enjoy the movie.

@PCHS4UYOUTH
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COVID-19 Vaccine Clinic
Ontario Khalsa Darbar (Dixie Gurdwara)
7080 Dixie Rd, Mississauga, ON, L5S 1B7

Vaccines available with both appointments and walk-ins
First, second and third doses for eligible individuals 5 years
and older
Health card recommended but not required.
Please bring a photo ID.

Sunday
January 30

Sunday
February 6

Sunday
February 13

11:00-7:00 PM

11:00-7:00 PM

11:00-7:00 PM

For More Information or Assistance With Booking Appointments:

Punjabi Community Health Services: 416-605-6134
Indus Community Services: 905-366-1010

Who Decides?
Guneet Kaur

The Story of a room

..............................................................................................................................................
Even today, in the Indian society

By Parneet Waraich

She is a good girl, only if she cooks food and its also tasty And if
she’s roaming around talking to boys
She automatically becomes nasty.
I don’t understand the kind of standards people have set.
They don’t even spare their daughters, I bet!
Proud I’m of those men, who stick on to women in their good and
bad days. Without judging her and loving her in multiple ways.
I respect people who don’t hesitate to take a stand
Even if it’s against the so-called society, holding her hand.
I don’t understand what exactly is expected out of people?
Be it a guy or a girl, first let’s all be humble.
All we want to do is pinpoint at what other’s do wrong,
Do we even know what people are going through? Maybe it’s
only now, that they’re trying to be strong.
Why is it only a few raise their voice?
Why are the others trying to please the society like puppets and
toys? Where is the freedom in the life we are living?
Every day on some or the other thing we are compromising.
I don’t understand the purpose of such a society
And when did fitting into this circle, become our duty?

At the top of my house, a bright
room with natural light was a perfect place for my Nani, with easy
access to the sunroom upstairs. I
spent my entire childhood listening
to her stories and admiring her
wrinkles and slaggy skin. Five year
back I had to say a very difficult
goodbye to my 90 yrs. old Nani.
My best friend and a loyal confidant. Though she had free rein of
the home, this room upstairs was
known as Bibi’s room because it
had all her prized yet humble belongings like her surme dani, silver
comb, gutka sahib, rosary beads.
After my Nani passed, I avoided
her room and over time it became
a catch up room for anything I
didn’t want to deal with. If I didn’t
know what to do with something,
I would throw it in Bibi’s room and
quickly leave. I tried not to notice
her belongings especially the bed
where I spent all my childhood
nights listening to stories.

Last time when I went to India,
I decided it was time to face her
room. I tearfully packed up the
things that she had left behind.
Some of them got donated out.
This was the hardest part of the
process because it felt like I was
saying goodbye to her all over
again. The next step was to find
a purpose for her room. This was
an important decision because I
wanted this room to be that I would
use frequently. I also wanted it to
be a happy room that represents
growth and life, not sadness and
death. After much deliberation, I
landed on re-purposing the room
as a reading room. A place to curl
up with a cup of tea and a soft
blanket, and a book ….or just my
thoughts and reflections.
Nani’s room became an important
part of the grieving process and
provided me way to move on while
still honoring and remembering my

dear Nani. I spent the morning’s in
this room, with my tea and a box of
tissues, and decided that I would
share this journey when the time
comes. My message to whoever is
recovering from an emotional loss
is to remember, this is your journey
of loss and only you decide what
it means to you or how and when
it is time to move on, or time to remember. Goodbyes are part of life,
they might break you and remember that nobody can protect you
from that and living alone in sorrow
won’t help either. You have to love.
You have to feel. It is the reason
you are here on earth. Let yourself
sit by an apple tree and see the
apples falling around you in heaps,
wasting their sweetness. Tell
yourself that you tasted as many
as you could. One day you will tell
your story of how you overcame
trauma and it will become part of
someone else’s survival journey.

For pride? For shame? For extra responsibility?
I really don’t get the whole point in being a part of such a society.
A bunch of people, with no liberalization in their thoughts, it’s all
about limitations, boundaries, and rigidity.
PCHS Health Magazine
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Meet our new members

PCHS
GERIATRICS
FORUM
VIA ZOOM

December 2021

Ranjit Singh,
Executive
Assistant to the CEO

Taranbir Singh Handa,
Addictions Case Manager/ Counsellor

When

JANUARY 11, 2022
11 AM – 1 PM

Kirandeep Maher (Kiran),
Case manager, mental
wellness, mental Health
program

January 2022

A PEEK INSIDE THE GERIATRICS PROGRAM AT
PUNJABI COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES
Agenda Item

PROGRAM AGENDA
Time

Hosted By

Networking & Joining

11:00AM

Everyone

Opening Remarks & Welcome

11:05 AM Gulwinder Bhui

PCHS diff programs overview

11:15 AM Staff members

Mental Health in seniors
during Covid -19

12:00 PM Kiran Maqsood

Q&A

12:45 PM

Everyone

Closing Remarks

12:50 PM

Baldev Mutta

Arashdeep Chahal
(Arash), Communications
Officer

Gundeep Kour,
Receptionist

Pooja Vohra,
Intake WorkerSettlement
Program

Gurveen Gill,
LINC/Intake Coordinator

Join us virtually via Zoom

Jasdeep Sihota,
Settlement
Counsellor-NSP

Kamalpreet Khera,
Crisis Support Worker,
Settlement program

Sevinder Kaur,
Case Manager- IST FT

Priyanka Alimchandani,
Case Manager, Mental
Health Program

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/2506922179

PCHS Health Magazine
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CNC SESSIONS
When:
Tuesday

T o p i c s

Jan 11, 2022: School system in Ontario
Jan 18, 2022: Parent engagement in school
Jan 25, 2022: 10 Tips for stopping
aggression in kids
SCHOOL
SCHOOL

Please Register by calling Muniza on: 416-427-4581
e-mail at: muniza@pchs4u.com

PCHS Health Magazine

From: 11:00am12:00pm

Zoom link will be provided
upon registration
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